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Schools lookfar
different now than
they did in the 1980s,
when Horace began
to recount the effects
of the Coalition's
Common Principles.
In herfarewell issue

the editor rflects
on several of these
fundamental shifts.

BY KATI ILEEN CUSHMAN

Looking Back on 15 Years of
Essential School Designs
1 [)n)N'T KNOW MUCH about

educati(m reform when I wrote my
first issue of j Ic.)RA< 1., in autumn

1988. I was a working journalist
with a couple of kids in the local

public school, and though Isaw the
truth of T'ed Sizer's critique in

Homre's Compromise, 1 couldn't say

much else about why schools oper-

ated the way they did, or how they
might do things different]y.

Naivet6 proved an asset, though,

as HORACE became my regular task

over the years to come. As I went

about talking to those who worked
in Essential schools around the

country I had to keep asking,

"What's that you're doing?" and

"Why cio you do it that way?" Soon

Two Tributes As the Editor Retires

For well over a decade Kathleen Cushman has given
Horace Smith a voice. She has crafted our schools' individual

stories, gathering their messages into usable form and there-

by giving shape to our collective effort. She kept us from
feeling alone. She reminded us that we were part of a

national movement, one which was driven not by a detailed

master plan but by common convictions and by the witness
of hundreds of schools in their own expression of those

ideas. She allowed us to learn from each other, to make col-

leagues across thousands of miles. She told our story to the

world at large. In these precious ways she reminded us that
each of us is Horace Smith and that all of us am Horace

Smith. We are everlastingly grateful. -Ted Sizer

I shallmiss Kathleen, and her cheery, enthusiastic but

skeptical and persistent voice. Issue after issue she has
pushed us to notice our work-to attend to the details. She
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I learned to ask another question,
"How do you know if it works?"

Whether I was talking wjth

students or teachers, principals or
superintendents, parents or college

admissions officers, those questions

gave me a way to begin exploring
the universe of school. They compli-

cated things I used to think were

simple; they simplified things I used

to think complex. As I prepare now
to move on to other work, I see that

they also gave me an "essential"
habit of mind that would serve any
writer well.

But looking back over my 60
issues of HORACE, I also can see that

the answers to those questions have
perceptibly changed during my

has reminded us over and over that the real work is in those

details-how we go about it, not just our lofty (and impor-

tant) principles. The two are inextricably bound together.

How to get the ratios down to 80, much less 40-50, which

might make a difference? How to carry on sustained conver-

sation over years and not get exhausted and bumt out? How
to find time? How to keep records? How to, how to, how to.

Never in recipe-like fashion, but always through stories,

with their ups and downs, trade-offs, dilemmas and worries.

That's the work Kathleen did for us. She was a school per-
son's reporter, in the best sense.

But there was also theperson-the Kathleen who

popped in with a big smile and a few warm words, as she
went about gathering her stories. The whole thing worked
because the warmth and affection she felt for us and our

schools came through both in the work itself and in her own

presence. Thank you, Kathleen. -Deborah Meier



In a High-Stakes Testing Environment.
Performance-Based Assessment Gains Respect

Essential schools around New York took alarm when their state commission-

er of education recently required all high school students topassbeforegradua-

tion five rigorous, curriculum-specific exams previously given only for the
"Regents diploma." Such one-time, high=stakes tests do an in#ustice, Essential

school leaders argued, to schools valuing depthof learning overcoverageof

material-especially when students were already completing a demanding
series of juried graduation portfolios. Out of the controversy grew the New York

Performance Standards Consortium-40 public high schools serving diverse
students in diverse communities and showing excellent rates of attendance,

graduation, and college acceptance under a performance-based assessment sys
tem. Below, its members describe the system and why they (along with other
like-minded schools) deserve waivers from their state's Regents requirement.

What Is a Performance-Based System7

Nine components provide evidence that Consortium schools utilize a system of
assessment rather than a single instrument or test. Embedded in the way the
school is organized, that system underpins the Khool's culture and makes clear
to the public what the school values. Together its checks and balances help
schools make informed and multi-dimensional decisions with respect to
students. The components:

• Alignment of curricu[um with state standards
• Cumulative documentation

• Consortium-wide rubrics for competent good, and outstanding work
• An instructional model based on active learning

• Multiple means to express and exhibit learning
• Mechanisms for corrective action

• Professional development as part of the school culture
•External review of student work

• External review of the assessment system.

How the Consortium Assesses Its Students

Consfirtium schools require students to engage in time-intensive, in-depth
research projects and papers. The rigorous performance tasks involved, they
assert, require students to "think like historians, solve problems like mathemati-
cians, conduct experjments the way scientists do, critically interpret works of lit-
erature, and speak and write clearly and expressively." In the tradition of the
doctoral defense, students must orally present and defend completed work to
external assessors.

"Assessment drives curriculum and instruction," the Consortium cautions,

and whatever its form, preparing students for it takes time. Readying students

for even one Regents exam, in English Language Arts, requires 33 hours per term
(three 44-minute periods a week for 15 weeks), the Consortium figures-*leaving
insufficient time for the 55 hours per term that its schools currently s],end with
students preparing portfolio projects involving reading writing, analysis, and
presentation skills. "What would you drop to provide the extra time?"
Consortiuin members ask. Then they turn the tables: "Would you require
Regents Khools to administer performance assessments?"

For mon on The New York Pe*rmmice Standards Consortium. contact Ann Cook at
Urban Academy, 317 Easl 67Nt Street, New York, NY 10021.
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tenure with the Coalition.

When I ask "What's that vou're

doing?" these days, I'm likely to get
an answer that thirteen years ago

was only a gleam in Ted Sizer's
eye-breaking a huge comprehen-
sive high school into small, autono-
mous units, for example, or requir-
ing seniors to complete independent
projects before graduation.

When ] ask "Why do you do it

that way?" the answers more often
ci te disaggregated data on how stu-
dents are doing-and they often
come from groups of teachers who

work regularly with each other as
"critical friends" to improve their
practice.

And to answer "How do you
know if it works?" more school

people now invite me to look at

students' portfolios, witness their
presentations and exhibitions, and

judge for myself what they know
and are able to do.

Changes like these come slowly,

go deep, and affect the whole cul-

ture of schooling. And because so

HORACE

HORACE is published three
times yearly by the Coalition
of Essential Schools. For indi-

vidual subscriptions ($25 a '
year, payable to CES), write
CES Subscriptions, P.O. Box
910, Oxon Hill, MD 20750-0910
or calll-800-62-HORACE.

For a list of back issues or

for information about the

EDViff-dh,-*n'fe'fofT#
Publications, 1814 Franklin St.,
Suite 700, Oakland, CA 94612;

www.essentialschools.org

Writer and Editor

Kathleen Cushman
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much remains to accomplish, we
sometime,> forget how far our Corn-
mon Principles have brought us
since the start. Sci for my last isgue as
editor, 1 offer here a helective look at

fundamental defign change•5 in the
Essential whoc,Is J've been watching
all these years. Th<,ugh space dix-.4
not permit naming al] those who
deserve it, the spirit of all your work
re,•ides in each example.

Graduation by Portfolio

Central Park lEast Secondary School
was (ince the celebrated exception to
the public high school routine of
casting ina pile of ((iurs(' credit• for
a diplorna. Now HY,res of }{ssential
hchools around the country have
followed its examples requiring ,tu-
dent, lo assi·mble and defend their

work in graduation portfolios.
Many extend the requirement to

younger btudents, making portfolio
reviews part of each year's promo-
lion pni'e.is ora midpoint ritual
halfway through the high school
years.

Making time for these person-
intensive systems poses problems
for schixils in states when· a single
high-stakes test determines gradua-
lion. In New York, such schools

have formed a political coalition to
push for waivers from the state's
tests, creating an alternative system
WA»,e checks and balances inure

than satisfy the reed for external
review. (See sidebar at left.)

Small Schools from Big Ones

Again, New York led the way when
[issential schot,1 activists tliere per-
%uaded the city to dismantle two

huge comprehensive high schools
and reopen them as clusters of
.vmr,V, ·re,·a«n·warnm,+511'R,ri,1,..&ey rrirtl

large-scale kingitudinal studies then
charted student outcoine£ in thtise

small schools and others starting up
throughout the city; and theirstrik-

ingly positive findings drew nation-
al attention.

Now the same str.itegy has

HORACE

gained support in other districts
worried about research that poor
and minorjty students, especially,
fare worse in large schools. Notably
in Chicago and Oakland, California,
community pressure provided
crucial leverage as regional CES
Centers tent expertise and resources.

(See sidebar, page 6.)

Creating separate schaols that
hare administrative support under

tone· roof, many have observed,
··.eems to work better than merely

d jviding existing schools into "acad-
emlis" or "h<,uses" based on currie-

ular themes. The latter approach too
easily creates a subtle hierarchy (if

selection, in which some students
receive a better deal than others.

How Time Is Used

The school day and the school year
look rather different now in many

places than when I began visiting
schools. Long-block class periods
have swept the coun»·, helping
Essential schools increase time for

in-depth or integrated curriculum
while reducing the number of stu-
dents a teacher must come to know.

More schools now also build

common planning time for teachers
into the school day and year. Some,
like the schools of the Southern

'Thinking in Questions' Brings a Spirit of
Equity to Commlinity-School Relationships

What can our school do about unexcused absences? How do I know if my
child is making enough progress? How much should teachers have to work out-
side the school day? Putting questions at the heart of curriculum, instruction, and
school governance opens up the change process to fresh design solutions.

The Right Question Project has worked for the past decade to empower ped
pie in school communities to formulate their own questions, regardless of their
own educational or literacy background. Practice in this skill makes people better
able to think and act for themselves, asserts director Dan Rothstein, so they can
hold themselves and their institutions more accountable. Whether that happens
in parent-teacher conferences or in setting whole-school priorities, it can breathe
a new spirit of equity into the relationships between schools and communities.

Whatever the issue at hand, Right Question's question-formulation technique
follows a simple four-step procedure. First participants brainstorm and record
their questions without stopping to analyze, explain, or answer them. Then they
priorilize by selecting the three most important questions, and choosing one of
tliese three to focus on. (At this point they discuss the differences between yes-
or-no "close-ended" questions and "open-ended" questions whose answers
require more explanation. They explore the advantages and disadvantages of
each type, and practice turning yes-or-no questions into open-ended ones.)

The third step asks participants to bmnch 0#their chosen question to brain-
storm more questions about it-*etting closer to an answer and discovering new
questions as well. Finally, they prioritize again, choosing three questions from
their latest list and beginning to think strategically about a plan of action.

Taking a group of up to Bfteen people through the process can be slow and
pnhifill, Ambki#Blya, buri¥pays·oili ·'Thesiknpitsrepofcomihgup witf their
own questions often leads people to feel much more confident acting onbehalf of
themselves and their families," he notes. "Given the opportunity, they learn from
each other. And when they decide on their own course of action, they are more
likely to follow through." Many CES schools consider the technique "essential."

For more information,write the Right Question Project, 2464 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge, MA 02140; telephone 617-492-1900; or visit www.rightquestion.org.
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Maine Partnership, schedule several
weeks in the summer for curriculum

development or other professional
teamwork.

A few Essential schcx,Is are even

tackling the thomy task of revising
the traditional sch(x,1 calendar in

various ways, to encourage year-

round professional development
opportunities while reducing sum-
mer learning losses. The equity
gajned for students whc,s.e summers
hold little enrichment makes a

powerful case for changing a system
based on outdated assumptions.

More Personal Structures

So many Essential schools now

organize students and teachers in

ways aimed at increasing personal

attention that one often forgets how
recently the practice took hold. But
cross-disciplinary teacher teams,

advisory groups, and other such
structures were rare when I began
following the Coalition's work.
Growing from the middle school
reform movement, they caught on in
high schools eager to reduce student
loads for teachers and to increase

learning by knowing their students
better. (See sidebar, page 7.)

Teachers in Conversation

Early in the Coalition's history, with
a grant from Citibank, several year-

ly cohorts of Essential school teach-
ers came together to form a pioneer-
ing network of "critical friendships"
that CES called its Citibank Faculty.

They received training that allowed

them to go back to their own and
other schools and help coach col-
leagues in Essential school strate-
gies. As the grant expired, the new
Annenberg Institute for School
Reform hired the group's leaders to
form a similar network called the

National School Reform Faculty.
That group now operates indepen-
dently, with its base at the Harmony
School, a longtime Essential school
in Bloomington, Indiana. A large
percentage of its members teach in
Coalition schools, and as in the orig-
inal Citibank Faculty network, they
carry on a lively electronic exchange
of professional conversation that
spreads their ideas and experiences
across cyberspace. (See sidebar,

Teachers Reach Across Boundaries for Support and Inspiration
Ever since e-mail made its appearance in the late 19805, Essential ate more structures to punish and reward kids and teachers
sciootteachers across thecountryhave shared alively dialogue andprncipals ands€hools. Themarketeconomy, gone
about their pr/essional concerns. Reprinted here with permission berserk! Privatization taking the place of the common good
are two such missives by Christelle Estrada, a teacher.»om Pasa- and public commitment!
dena, California who is spending this year inUtalt, and Peggy Whatthenshallwe dd?
Silva, who teaches at an Essential school in New Hampshire. -Christene Estrada (Pasadma, California)

Accountability is also often defined in a somewhat
moralistic way (the heart of this "tone," however, seems to
me to be more economic); that is, "You teachers are account-

able for making sure our children learn." Learning is some-
how equated with numbers, scores on tests which value dis-
crete and simplistic, often irrelevant pieces of information,
not understanding.

The content of standardized tests is not questioned.
Why? Because publishers have lobbied legislators and are
backed up by the cult of the expert (or those who somehow
know the canon of their content knowledge and construct
the tests).

I am suggesting a different definition of accountability,
one that puts equity·at the heart of its meaning: Accounta-
bility is a public commitment to the good ofall children. Now if
the commitment is public it means for everyone (not just the
reductionist solution of blaming teachers) and if it is for a//
chilciren, then the way resources continue to be allocated
based'on test scores (reward, punishment, vouchers, privati-
zation) lis] perpetuating the kind of society that keeps the
poorpoorand the rich very rich....

Of course thequestions are key. Andwehavebeen ask-
ind the Pdnds of questions that want to place blame. We cre-

HORACE 4

What struck me as I read Christelle's letter was how pri-
vate our conversations are. As teachers we know our work,

progress, frustrations, failures well. We understand the
effectiveness of measuring student learning and the total
inadequacy of a single number as a tool for improving that
student learning. What we lack is a public voice. We allow
others to control the conversation. We need to tell the stories

constantly to an audience of parents, legislators, etc....
How do you get the word out?

I believe that every school district should have a regular
column in a local paper that moves beyond the public mla-
tions of reporting on the Fun Fair or the fourth grade science
fair. The author of this column wouldbe a teacher, or many
teachers, each passing the baton to another. The mission of
such a column would be to be provocative, to ask people to
think, andsometimes to gather for text-based discussions..
.- I even have a name for the column I want to write: "G6ing
Public." I haven't figured out how to add that to my daily
juggling. However, I do believe that we who do the daily
work are too publicly silent about the effective strategies of
tliat·work. What are others doing to tell the stories of your
schools?

-Peggy Silva (Souflegan High School, Amheist, NH)
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page 4.) Just as important, many
gather regularly with colleagues. in

their schools to critique their own
teaching practices, look closely at
student work, and build profession-
al community. That reflective cul-
ture can thank the Coalition for its

early inspiration and nurture.

Integrating Curriculum
As more teams of teachers breach

the boundaries of academic depart-
ment, they have opened the door to
courses that cross disciplines as well.
Everywhere in Essential sch(,c,}s
these days are units driven by
"esrntial questicins" like "Whose
country is this?" or by themes like
"crime and punishment." While a
decade ago teachers interested in
this approach had to write the cur-
riculum themselves, the internet

now terms with good examples,

complete with reading lists, lesson
plans, and sample student work.

Pushing against this fertile work

i a powerful testing industry whose
exams typically reflect conventional

subject-area divisions. But even

there, an initiative as respected as
New Standards has established

cr(,ss-curricular standards in

"applied learning,"lending weight

t<, a range of assessment techniques.
Senior projects-investigations

and presentaticins that often cross

disciplines in areas of a student's
particular interest-have also
gained enormous popularity and

respect in the last decade. Ten years
ago such work showed up only in a
few pioneering high schools; now,
ever the federal and state education

departments are pushing them as a

way to keep seniors engaged intel-

lectually while their high school
years wind down.

Ilecause the arts are often short-

changed in schools with scarce

res;,iurces, the Boston Arts Academy,

which integrates the performing arts

into a demanding academic curricu-
lum, offers an especially encourag-

ing example. Before graduating,

HORACE

A Multilingual Essential School Develops
Language by Crossing Boundaries

All 350 students at the International High School in Long Island City, New

York are recent immigrants with very limited English, but the rich and coherent
curriculum they follow here treats this multilingual population as an asset, riot

a deficiency. In heterogeneous groups, taking interdisciplinary courses orga-
nized around themes such as "Motion" and "Origins," students maintain and

develop proficiency in their native language while they acquire near-fluency in

understanding, speaking, reading, and writing English-
"Language skills are most effectively learned in the context of meaningful

activities," says principal Eric Nadelstem, pointing out as well that fluency in
a language other than English is a resource for the student, the school, and an

increasingly interdependent society. International students play out these prin-
ciples by taking on content-area projects in small groups, where no student

jacks thesupport of a peer who speaks the same language. They create written
texts and presentations in both their native language and English. They ven-

ture into community-based internships where they can practice their growing

bilingualism and realize its value in their lives. And because International
shares a campus with LaGuardia Community College, most of them take at

least one college course by the time they graduate, further bridging the transi-
tion to a successful future.

To learn more about International High School, write Eric Nadelstern, Principal,

31-10 Thomson Aven ue, Inng Island City, NY 11101, or telephone 718-482-5455.

students must wrjte an actual grant

proposal for their own arts project,

and many of them win funding
from communi ty partners.

College Admissions

Essential high schools take a risk

with college admissions when they
strip down the curriculum, group

students heterogeneously, and use
rubrics and written comments

rather than conventional rankings
and grades. But some have found

that new ways to report student

progress actually give colleges a

clearer idea of what applicants
really bring to the table.

The transcript of the Francis W.

Parker Charter School simply lists,

without gradesi, the courses a stu-
dent has taken. With the document

goes a narrative summary of acad-
emic achievement, drawn from the

assessnients teachers write at each

term's end. "Colleges have proved
more interested in students who

5

work hard and engage in their
courses than in possibly more aca-

demically talented students whose
assessments reveal less motivation

and effort," says the director of stu-
dent services at this Massachusetts

school. "They know what it takes

to succeed in their colleges."

Even in very large-scale settings,

schools are finding ways to present
student achievement more authen-

tically. California's Transitions

project, working with Hoover High

School in San Diego and others, has

created transcripts that accurately

represent academic progress in a
cross-disciplinary curriculum, in a

form acceptable to the highly stan-

dardized University of California

admissions Focess.

K-12 Articulation

Many more districts have now

begun to build coherent curricular

pathways from a child's earliest
grades through high school.
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Small Autonomous Schools as a District Policy: The Oakland Plan

• All schools will be small, ranging from 100-400 students
at the elementary level to 250-400 at the high school level.
• All aim for lean, academically oriented programs with
high expectations for students, a broadly shared vision,
consistent teaching and parent connections and involvement.
• Each NSA school pit!dges to offer an intimate, caring and
safe learning environment where every student and family
is known well.

• Each school is expected to help students achieve to high
standards and guarantee achievement of higher-order
literacy in language and mathematics.

Concern about overcrowding led

community members to little

with teachers unions and the

regional CES Center, gaining
the district's commitment to

opelling ten 11£70 small schools

over the next few years

About three years ago, several parents met in an Oak-
land, California church to share their concerns about their

children in one of that city's overcrowded, year-round multi-
track elementary schools. Aided by Oakland C(immunity
Organizations (OCO), a faith-based, nonprofit community
organizing group, their concerns and actions spread to
other members of their parish OCO widened the discussion
to include many other schools in Oakland's low-income
communities, and began to organize politically to move the
Oakland Unified School District (OUSD) and the City of
Oakland to end overcrowding and find sites for new schools.

BayCES, the Coalition's regional Center in the San
Francisco Bay Area, recognized the oppc,rtunity to create
new schools in a way that reflected the knowledge gained
through a decade of its school
restructuring work. The three-way
partnership that emerged between
OUSD, OCO, and BayCES resulted
in a new policy committing the
Oakland district to opening ten new
small, autonomous schools within

three years. A request for proposals
went out in late 2000, targeting
neighborhoods with overcrowded
or year-round, multi-track schools
and giving high marks to school
design teams with active parental
and community-group participatic,n
and support. Four design teams that
applied will open their new schools in fall 2001; they were
chosen by a review team that included members of OCO,
OUSD, the Oakland teachers union, and BayCES.

"We feet fortunate that the community was actually
out ahead of us in supporting and demanding small
schools, because that meant our expertise and experience
could really help them achieve their goals," said BayCES
research director Herb Childress. "We're working now to
help OCO broaden their organizing around the high
schools. Given the community demand for change, the dis-
trict now wants to break its six large, underperforming
high schools into many smaller learning communities."

Some core areas of Oakland's New Small Autono-

mous (NSA) policy include:

Diversity and Consistency
• Each NSA school must create its own vision and philoso-
phy. Some may emphasize traditional approaches to edu-
cation, white others are more progressive, emphasizing
community issues such as multiculturalism and social jus-
tiee. Elementary schools may add preschool programs to
provide early school experiences for children.

HORACE 6

Choice

• Each NSA school will be a school of choice for students,

parents and teachers. Choices will

be based on interest in the unique
program and philosophy of each
school.

• Each NSA school will create and

schedule extensive parent, commu-
nity, and student outreach and ori-

entation sessions during a spring

enrollment period to ensure that all
community members are aware of
their options and able to choose the
best school for their chi id.

• Children will be able to enter

NSA schools when 1) a parent,
advocate, or organization sponsors
the student, or 2) a public agency,

counselor, or community organization refers the student,
or 3) they demonstrate their own commitment to the pro-
gram.

• Each NSA school will be responsible for selecting its own
teachers. To work at an NSA school, a teacher must 1) be

appropriately credentialed, 2) choose to work there,
3) demonstrate alignment with the school's philosophy,
theme and approach to teaching and learning, 4) be offered
a position by the leadership structure of the school.
• All NSA school staff members must be committed to the

philosophy of NSA schools and meet the required qualifi-
cations as set forth in the district position descriptions.

Admissions

No NSA school can refuse any student who wishes to

attend and whose parents or primary caregiver can show
that they know and understand the unique aspects, trade-
offs and responsibilities of attending that school, except in
cases where the demand for admission exceeds the number

of spaces available. In such cases, schools will use an equi
table selection process, such as a lottery.
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In smaller places like Northport,
Michigan, this has given rise to a
district-wide exemplar of Essential
schooling. In more populated dis-
tricts, some fine Essential schools

(like Louisville's Brown School)

house kindergarten through grade
12 under the same roof. Groups of
small chools that occupy the same
building (as in New York and
Chicago) often create a natural part-
norship in which students move up
into a like-minded sister school.

And some large urban areas (like
Philadc,]phia and Los Angeles) are
enc,uraging schools in the same
"feeder pattern" to share curricular

approaches and profe,sional
resources. When it works, it joins
teacher.5, students, and families in a

mutual enterprise of learning.

Community Connections
Schools like California's Oakland

Tech and Beston's Fenway High
School are among the many that
have forged sustained connections
with their communities, yielding
demonstrable advances jn student

learning. At Fenway, for example,
area hospitals welcome student
interns, who then incorporate their
work experiences into substantive
research papers. fri Oakland, stu-
dents collaborate with University of

California graduate students on
city-planning prc,jects that directly

affect their own urban neighbor-
hood. Many New York City
Essential schcx,15. are among those
nationwide that now require corn-
munity internships for graduation.

School Governance

Choice among public schools was a
rarity in 1988, but since then Essen-
tial schools from coast to coast have

joined the move to sidestep tradi-
tional district bureaucracy by
becoming charter or district pilot
schools. Close to 1,800 such schools

now operate in 36 states, under per-
formance contracts detailing the
school's mission, program, goals,
students served, methods of assess-

ment, and ways to measure success.
Charter schools are usually account-
able to their state or local school

board to produce positive academic
results and show fiscal responsibili-

ty; in return, they exercise increased
autonomy. Such freedom has con-
siderably helped schools like New
York City's International High

Connecting and Reflecting in the Advisory Group
Many Essential schools use the advisory group struc-

ture as a way of increasing the personal connection among
students and between students and the teaching staff. At
New Mission High School in Boston, where "advisory"
opens and closes every day, students begin the morning
meetings with a ten-minute ritual that Essential school
teachers often use themsejves to build professional com-
munity. At the day's beginning, the group shares verbal
"connections"--setting goals and strategies, recording
them in journals, and occasionally discussing them in the
group. At day's close, the group takes ten minutes for
"reflections"-revisiting the goals set in the morning, and
doing a homework reminder. Though both practices fol-
low a similar format, connections are more emotional in

their tenor, and reflections more analytical as the student

rethinks the day past. David Perrigo, who directs New
Mission, offers these guidelines for the rituals, which fol-
low the same format:

Connections (mornings): "Hozu tint l./te/ing, and why?"
"What wotild be good for other people to know about my general
state of being today?"

Reflections (aftemoons): "W/mi worked well libout my day

loday, and why? What did not go well, and why? Was lsuccess-
ful completing iny gonts today? Whrt helped mid what got in the
Uwyr"

For mon information, conlact David Perrigo d New Mission High
School, 67 Al/glieny St., Roxbury, MA 02120; 617-635-6437.

HORACE 7

• The group picks a student facilitator for the day (usually
in a predetermined order).

• The facilitator pulls the group together in a close circle,
with no students scattered around the room.

• The facilitator asks, "Who is missing?" and the group
acknowledges any absences.

• The facilitator requests, "All distractions aside, please,"
and waits for all present to focus their attention.

• The facilitator says, "Connections [refiections] are now
open..

• People speak one at a time, indicating when they have
finished by saying "I'm done, .„That's it," or the like.

• No one interrupts, comments, or has side conversations.
• After each speaker, a pause of at least five seconds

allows the contribution to be considered and respected
before the next person speaks. Silence is okay!

• No particular order of speakers is followed, and no one
is forced to speak, but everyone is encouraged to con-
tribute at least several times a week, if only to say,
"Good morning, everyone."

• When it seems that everyone has spoken who wishes to,
the facilitator asks, "Would anyone eIse like to connect
[refiect]?" If no one chooses to speak after a few seconds,
the facilitator says, "Connections [refiections] are now
closed:

• Connections and reflections should typically not exceed
ten minutes; a group that loves to talk should be
coached to become disciplined in the use of the time.
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Ten Years of Horace, Available Now in Five Volumes

The Coalition has published five spiral-bound volumes containing ten years of

HORACE (from 1988 through 1998), ar¥anged by theme for easy rejerence. and with

discussion prompts at the end of every issue:

Volume 1: Teaching, Relationships, and

Critical Friendships (includes issues on

critical friendships; looking collaboratively
at student work; networks; peer coaching;
collaboratjng with parents; equity and
democracy; and more)

Volume 2: Curriculum, Assessment, and

Whole-School Accountability (includes

issues on "1485 Is More": developing cur-

riculum; increasing rigor; integrated cur-

ricuium; math & science; arts & languages;

technology; school libraries; advisory
groups; standards; work-based leaming;

documentation; performances and exhibi-

tions; research supporting Essential School
ideas; and more)

Volume 3: School Structure and Design
(indudes issues on small schculs; new

schools; getting reform started; reform in

elementary sch<xils; "what works, what

doesn't"; heterogeneous grouping; school-

to-work; advisory groups; schedules;
school culture; student roles in reform;

equity issues in school design; and

research supporting Essential School ideas)

Volume 4: Iaderstip in Essential

Schools (includes issues on involving key

stakeholders; managing the dhange

process; principals' changing roles; teacher
leadership & renewal; critical friends

groups; involving students in reforms;

democracy and equity; school culture; aca-
demic standardg; start-up schools; break-

ing the barriers to change; "what works,

what doesn't"; research supporting
Essential School ideas; and more)

Volume 5: Policy and Essential Schools

(includes issues on school networks; K-12

pathways; creating change across a district;

state systems and change; national stan-
dards and assessments; lessons of reform;

breaking the barriers to change; small
schools; school-to-work; teacher education;

reform and college admissions; document-

ing whole-school change; demonstrating
student achievement; democracy and equi-

ty; research supporting Essential School
ideas; and more)

The set is $90 (plus $20 shipping and hamiling) and comes with permission for
schools to copy from it to tulvance their discussions about change. Individual volumes
canalsobebought separately for $20. See www.essentialschools.org formoreinforma-
lion, or send orders to CES, 1814 Franklin Street, Suik 700, Oakland, CA 94612;

telephon€(510)433-1451, fax (510)433-1455.

 HORACECoalition of Essential Schools

1814 Franklin Street, Suite 700

Oakland, CA 94612

School, which otherwise labor to

maintain their Ess,ential school char-

acters under the press of restrictiz·e

state and local regulations.

Distance learning, ivith teachers

and students mining the Internet for
instruction in math and languages,
global science experiments, exem-
plars of student work. (The Coali-
tion's own website is a good exam-

ple.) School-based teacher education
programs, where practicing teachers

Supply expertisie and counsel to
aspiring ones, merging theory with

practice. (Again, the new CES Uni-

versity supports this phenomenon's

growth.) My list could go on for
eight more pages, with far more
examples and names than one issue
of HORACE could contain.

Instead, let these few stand for all

your brave advances, and many
more to come. As I move on from

this beloved work 1 salute you all,

who are my heroes. You have

changed the face of schooling in our
time. Bravo. U

Kathleen Cushnwit is now story director of
What Kids Can Do, 11 itew Hational non-

profit orgoitization based in Providence,

Rhode island (wzuze.whatkidscimdo.org)
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